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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: D

A
D
C
B

NEW QUESTION: 2
With the 9.1 version of the Avaya Equinox H.323 Edge Server,
what are two characteristics or requirements of virtual machine
clustering? (Choose two)
A. It requires dual Nic deployment
B. It uses multicast MAC addressing
C. It supports a single NIC deployment
D. It uses a third-party load-balancer.
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3

CBA Corporation has deployed IBM Maximo Asset Management V7.5
(Maximo) to manage company assets. They also want to customize
the Assets application and create a new field called Category.
This new field should allow the user to select a value from a
predefined value list. The Domain is created, the attribute and
domain are already set in the Database Configuration but in the
Assets application, the Category field still does not show the
Detail button beside the Category field. What is the probable
cause for the Detail button not being visible?
A. The maximo.ear file has not been rebuilt and redeployed.
B. In the Assets application, the Lookup value is not defined
in the Category field.
C. The asset.jsp file needs to be modified to include the
Lookup value.
D. Maximo has not been restarted.
Answer: B
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